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Abstract: In recent times, football (soccer) has aroused an increasing amount of attention across
continents and entered unexpected dimensions. In this course, the number of bookmakers, who
offer the opportunity to bet on the outcome of football games, expanded enormously, which was
further strengthened by the development of the world wide web. In this context, one could generate
positive returns over time by betting based on a strategy which successfully identifies overvalued
betting odds. Due to the large number of matches around the globe, football matches in particular
have great potential for such a betting strategy. This paper utilizes machine learning to forecast the
outcome of football games based on match and player attributes. A simulation study which includes
all matches of the five greatest European football leagues and the corresponding second leagues
between 2006 and 2018 revealed that an ensemble strategy achieves statistically and economically
significant returns of 1.58% per match. Furthermore, the combination of different machine learning
algorithms could neither be outperformed by the individual machine learning approaches nor by
a linear regression model or naive betting strategies, such as always betting on the victory of the
home team.

Keywords: machine learning; quantitative finance application; football betting; sports forecasting;
trading system; statistical arbitrage; profitable investment; time-series prediction

1. Introduction

In recent decades, football has continued to draw worldwide attention from people of various
ages and social situations. The game result is, like in most other sports, is usually used to assess the
performance and success of a team or a single player. Given the importance of the score, it is hardly
surprising that many gamblers try to guess the result of football matches. The motivation is on the one
hand driven by the admiration of other enthusiasts, on the other hand monetary rewards serve as an
incentive system.

This manuscript introduces a methodology for estimating the results of football matches using
techniques from the field of machine learning. The corresponding data base consists of a large number
of features which incorporate game characteristics as well as proportions of all soccer players from
both teams. For this purpose, a comparison of different approaches was conducted to assess whether
more complex algorithms are capable of better predicting football betting. To this end, the forecasts
were verified by the betting odds of the market leader in online gambling. The out-of-sample results of
our statistical arbitrage showed continuously positive returns over the entire period.
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The most important enhancements to literature are the following. First of all, we designed a
trading framework for betting on football matches based on machine learning approaches and methods
of statistical arbitrage trading. Second, we conducted a simulation study based on a data set including
in total 40 features for each player for 47,856 football matches of the big five football leagues and
the corresponding second leagues from 2006 to 2018. Third, we challenged our strategies based
on machine learning with traditional approaches in this area. The results of advanced quantitative
methods are far superior compared to the benchmark strategies. Finally, we merged various machine
learning algorithms into one ensemble-approach which showed more robust properties than any of
the uncombined machine learning approaches.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a summary of the associated work.
After discussing the dataset and the backtesting study in Section 3, we conduct a performance analysis
in Section 4. Lastly, Section 5, concludes the manuscript and provides an outlook on future work.
In this article, the term “football” is associated with the world’s most popular sport football (soccer).

2. Related Work

2.1. Literature on Sports Betting

2.1.1. Financial Markets and Betting

Some literature focuses on the efficiency of betting exchange markets. Reference [1], for example,
noted during an analysis of the betting exchange market during the 2002 FIFA World Cup that there
is only limited support for the hypothesis of efficient betting markets. Reference [2], on the contrary,
published result of a similar study and revealed a fast and full adjustment of prices. They found
that after a goal an immediate increase of the prices and noted that these prices remained higher
even 10 to 15 min after. Reference [3] examined the market for the Spanish football leagues. They
discovered out that the relative number of fans of each club in a match has an influence on betting
odds in a way that supporters of more a popular team were offered better betting odds. Reference [4]
compared the forecasting accuracy of bookmakers to a frequently used betting exchange and [5]
analyzed the inter-market arbitrage in sports betting. They found out that combining data from
bookmakers and information from the bet exchange market can lead to guaranteed positive returns.
In addition, empirical studies and meta-studies regarding the prediction accuracy of experts and the
bet exchange market predicting the outcome of a sporting event were published [6,7]. Reference [8]
examined the behavior after unanticipated events using data form the in-play football betting market.
They discovered that most participants under-react to anticipated events while over-reacting to events
that were very surprising.

Furthermore, some publications analyzed the influence of match results of publicly traded sports
teams on their stock prices. Reference [9] examined how football team stocks responded to the outcome
of a match. They discovered that abnormal returns for winning teams are not reflected by rational
expectations, but rather by overreactions induced by the investor’s sentiment. Reference [10] analyzed
the difference between sports betting markets and financial markets for NFL football teams and
revealed that, due to the capability of bookmakers to adjust their prices, they generate more profit than
they could make by behaving like traditional brokers who attempt to balance supply and demand.
Reference [11] investigated whether investors’ biased ex-ante beliefs towards the outcomes of a future
event could be explained by inefficient stock markets. They assessed data about stocks of publicly
traded European football clubs during important matches and discovered that investors’ sentiments
are attributable to some extend for a systematic bias in their ex-ante expectations.

2.1.2. Forecasting the Outcomes of Sporting Events

Other articles about the prediction of the outcome of football games refer to major sporting events,
such as the FIFA World Cup or the UEFA Euro Cup. Reference [12] introduced a least squares betting
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approach in 1980 and applied it to data about the FIFA World Cup 1976. Reference [13] described
a betting strategy based on the Fibonacci sequence. During a simulation on FIFA World Cup finals,
they found that one could make economic profits through employing this method with a fairly large
risk. Reference [14] published an empirical study comparing the prediction accuracy for the FIFA
World Cup 2006 to predictions derived from the FIFA world ranking. They discovered that prediction
markets for the FIFA World Cup outperform forecasts based on the FIFA world ranking in terms of
accuracy. Reference [15] proposed a probabilistic prediction method for the 2018 FIFA World Cup
based on the bookmaker consensus model to identify the winner of the FIFA World Cup. Two years
before, they also predicted the winner of the UEFA Euro Cup [16] based on a similar strategy.

In addition to the prediction the FIFA World Cup, Reference [12] forecast with a least squares
betting approach the results of other sporting events in American football and basketball. Moreover,
Reference [17] examined a betting strategy analyzing about 500 tennis matches and revealed a
cumulative return of 16%.

2.1.3. Forecasting Football League Match Results

Since this article aims to forcast the results of football league matches based on characteristics and
skills of the involved football players, we could identify a few publications related to this topic:

• Reference [18] extracted time dependent skills of teams of the English Premier League as well as
the Spanish Primera Division with a Bayesian dynamic generalized linear model. They employed
an algorithm to find the parameters of their model and to predict the next football matches
based on results of former matches. In total they examined 3892 football matches from 1993 to
1997 and yielded a final cumulative return of 40% (English Premier League) and 54% (Spanish
Primera Division).

• Reference [19] predicted Premier League football games by incorporating Twitter Microposts in
which users estiamated the outcome of a football match. Thus, these data were yielded from
textual information by a parsing algorithm. For 200 matches in 2013/2014, they could realize a
profit of about 30%.

• Reference [20] made predictions for match outcomes of the Dutch Eredivisie from 2000 to 2013.
The data set uased included of the results of the former matches. Moreover, they added data
about whether teams played in a lower leagues in the football season before, about whether a
new coach was hired, and whether a top scorer of a team was injured. Different machine learning
algorithms were analyzed based on these data regarding their prediction ability (e.g., Decision
trees, Neural Networks, and Naive Bayes).

• References [21,22] predicted the football matche results extracting the characteristics of the
corresponding teams. They exploited this information incorporating a risk-averse betting strategy.
Based on in total 8082 football matches from 2013 to 2018, the authors could achieve economically
as well as statistically significant returns.

In conclusion, none of these publications analysed the topic this paper focuses on. Some articles
aim to connect sports betting with different financial markets [1,5,8] while others predict specific
sporting events [12,15,17]. Currently, there is neither a study about incorporating player characteristics
(e.g., age, weight, weight) and player skills (e.g., ball control, dribbling, crossing) nor one which
predicts football matches for the big five football leagues (England, France, Germany, Italy, Spain) and
the corresponding second leagues. This article fills these and other gaps.

2.2. Publications about Statistical Arbitrage

Statistical arbitrage was developed in the mid-eighties by a group of mathematicians and
physicists at Morgan Stanley with the aim to use the approach as a trading strategy. Statistical
arbitrage is a long-term trading opportunity which exploits capital market anomalies to generate
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profits over time. Based on a variety of methods, including models from computer science, operations
research, physics, and mathematics, trading recommendations are extracted.

In recent years, there was a noticeable increase of interest in the academic community regarding
statistical arbitrage trading. Publications in this field analyzes theoretical principles and empirical
applications, e.g., [23–28]. So far, only two studies presenting a statistical arbitrage strategy in the field
of sports betting exist [22,29]. In stark contrast to these articles, our study analyzes a much higher
amount of matches based on many more variables, such as characteristics and skills of each football
player involved.

3. Simulation Study

3.1. Data Sources

Our algorithms amassed data from football matches of the Premier League, Football League
Championship (England), Ligue 1, Ligue 2 (France), Bundesliga, Bundesliga 2 (Germany), Serie A,
Serie B (Italy), Primera Division, Segunda Division (Spain) from season 2006/2007 to 2017/2018.
This record of 47,856 football matches provides a true hardness test for any backtesting study, as
investor interest and analyst scrutiny are particularly high for these football nations. To date, 25 of the
27 Champions League winners come from these countries. This supremacy is further demonstrated by
the coefficient ranking, which reflects the results achieved in the past: Of the top 20 teams, 17 are from
the considered countries. In the rare event that a match result was later modified by a judge for other
causes, we continued on using the original result instead. Detailed explanations of the data set follow
in the next sections.

3.1.1. Player Characteristics and Skills

Baseline for our simulation study are several characteristics and skills on player level, reported
and collected prior of each season (We are grateful to https://www.fifaindex.com for supplying the
information.). Figure 1 gives an overview on the size of data that has been available for each season.
Overall, we used statistics of 19,998 different players, with a total of 204 teams across the 10 leagues for
each season. In total, we have 68,323 observations, as many players are reported across several seasons.
Interestingly, there is a sharp increase in players information available each season from 2006/2007 to
2008/2009—after that season, the number of players remains on the same level (around 6000 players
per season).

Figure 1. Amount of players characteristics in total and on average per team, reported per season.

Table 1 shows descriptive statistics of individual features and skills of all football players used for
our machine learning approach. To be more specific, we consider the body measures, pass accuracies,
agility, reaction, and aggression for every player that has been part of a the five European major leagues

https://www.fifaindex.com
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(first and second league each). Most of those variables are within a range from 1 to 100—however,
the maximum value of 100 has never been associated with any player so far.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of player features from season 2006/2007 to 2017/2018.

Min. Quart. 1 Median Quart. 3 Max. Mean

1. General
Age 15 21 25 28 46 25.20
Height 150 178 182 186 204 181.68
Weight 50 71 75 80 110 75.74

2. Ball Skills
Ball Control 5 54 64 72 97 60.18
Dribbling 1 44 60 69 97 55.16

3. Passing
Crossing 1 40 56 66 95 52.18
Short Pass 1 53 63 71 97 59.63
Long Pass 3 45 57 66 97 54.66

4. Shooting
Heading 1 47 58 68 95 55.31
Shot Power 2 48 61 71 97 57.95
Finishing 1 30 48 63 97 46.89
Long Shots 1 35 53 64 96 49.55
Curve 1 36 52 64 93 49.67
Free Kick Accuracy 1 34 48 61 97 47.04
Penalties 3 41 52 63 96 51.00
Volleys 1 31 47 60 93 45.51

5. Defence
Marking 1 25 49 65 96 45.95
Slide Tackle 2 25 52 66 95 46.83
Stand Tackle 1 26 55 69 94 49.08
Tackling 1 28 53 68 95 49.77

6. Physical
Acceleration 13 59 68 75 97 66.08
Stamina 9 58 68 75 96 65.22
Strength 3 59 67 75 96 65.88
Balance 15 56 65 73 96 63.96
Sprint Speed 14 60 68 75 97 66.52
Agility 15 56 65 74 96 63.99
Jumping 14 59 67 73 96 65.85

7. Mental
Aggression 2 49 62 72 97 59.21
Reactions 11 58 65 71 96 64.20
Att. Position 2 37 55 66 96 50.98
Interceptions 4 28 52 66 94 48.64
Vision 1 44 56 66 97 54.27
Composure 3 51 61 69 96 59.37

8. Goalkeeper
(GK)
GK Positioning 1 9 13 21 96 18.58
GK Diving 1 7 10 13 93 15.23
GK Handling 1 8 11 14 91 16.18
GK Kicking 1 8 11 14 95 15.92
GK Reflexes 1 7 10 13 94 13.36
Reflexes 1 20 21 23 96 24.31
Handling 1 20 21 23 93 23.93
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3.1.2. Match Results

This manuscript aims to predict the results of football matches based on different machine learning
approaches. Therefore, Figure 2 presents the goal difference of two teams in more detail.

Altogether 21,698 home victories (45.3%), 12,895 draws (27%) and 13,253 away victories (27.7%)
were achieved. These results clearly demonstrate the home advantage, which is also reflected in the
match attributes. This is consistent with the observation that the distribution of goal difference (home
goal minus away goal) is not symmetric. We observe fewer matches with a negative goal difference
(away victories) than with a positive goal difference (home victories). Nevertheless, the main event
was a draw, i.e., the number of goals scored by the home team is equal to the number of goals scored
by the away team.

Figure 2. Descripte statistic of the match results from season 2006/2007 to 2017/2018.

3.1.3. Betting Odds

In addition to player characteristics and scores, this research paper also uses the corresponding
odds from online bookmaker Bet365, which is one of the leading betting providers with around
23 million customers (We are grateful to https://www.football-data.co.uk/data.php for supplying the
information.). By including this data, we can evaluate the performance in the financial context as well
as a statistical evaluation. For this purpose, our trading strategy uses the usual decimal ratios: We put
a bet amount b on a certain event, which is provided with a certain odds o. Once the event happens,
the bet amount is multiplied by the bet of odd b · o. Nothing will be paid if the event does not take
place. Thus, the relative profit on b is either o − 1 (for a successful bet) or −1, i.e., a complete loss of b,
for an unsuccessful bet.

Figure 3 explains the counterplay between the probabilities for the three outcomes and the
resulting bets. The betting odd is the inverse of the respective probability of an outcome. Especially in
the context of sports betting, this representation is more intuitive as it links directly to the potential
payout amount rather than the probabilities. However, bookmakers usually diminish the fair odd
value by a certain amount to cover their costs in the long run.

= 1 / Probability
▪ Home team: 50%

▪ Draw: 30%

▪ Away team: 20%

Estimated probability

▪ Home team: 2.00

▪ Draw: 3.33

▪ Away team: 5.00

Betting odd

Figure 3. From probability to fair betting odds—taking the inverse of the probability for an outcome
results in the odds of this event.

A summary of the accumulated odds is given in Table 2. Remarkably, we observe more extreme
odds for one of the team than for a draw. Not surprisingly, the bookmaker is familiar with the

https://www.football-data.co.uk/data.php
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well-known home advantage—the average odds of a home win (2.42) are significantly below the
average odds for an away win (4.27).

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of betting odds from season 2006/2007 to 2017/2018.

Minimum Median Maximum Mean

Home 1.02 2.10 26.00 2.42
Draw 1.29 3.30 17.00 3.53
Away 1.08 3.50 51.00 4.27

3.2. Simulation Design

The objective of the simulation study was (1) to predict football matches with the help of
data-driven methods and (2) to exploit the obtained information in order to constrcut a statistical
arbitrage strategy. In particular, we predicted goal difference between the home and away teams
(dependent variable y) based on different machine learning approaches. Our models are trained on
player characteristics and skills, observed before the start of each season (independent variables x).
We divided each season into a formation period and a trading period. In order to avoid the
look-ahead-bias, we split the two sets by a specific date.

3.2.1. Formation Period

The formation period includes the results and characteristics of the first five match days of each
season. However, since our players characteristics are only reported prior to each season, we keep
them constant as we are iterating through the match days. Thus, we implicitly assume them to be
constant over season. To capture short term highs and lows, we also consider a teams performance
using a lagged time window of 5 match days (if possible). Since the formation period contains the first
five match days, we have 490 matches for training our model. Each additional matchday is the test
phase, which is why we predict 90 games there.

y f or specifies the difference in goals between the home team and the away team and x f or is created
using the players characteristics and the corresponding team performance measure. The features of x f or
include the characteristics from the areas “General”, “Ball Skills”, “Passing”, “Shooting”, “Defense”,
“Physical”, “Mental”, and “ Goalkeeper”(see Table 1). Of course, we do not consider all players of a
team but only the players who are on the field. As starting line-up we use the players declared by FIFA.
Therefore, injured or blocked players will not be considered—this procedure is very similar to reality.
For all features (except the goalkeeper features) we sort each players values (that is not a goalkeeper)
of each team and average the top 4 values. The number 4 is derived from the fact that in one position,
one does rarely find more than 4 players at the time. Features concerning the goalkeeper only use
player data from goalkeepers.

We describe the relation of the dependent variable y f or as a function of the 41 independent variable
x f or. Therefore, the underlying function is created by the following machine learning approaches:

• Random forest (RAF): Random forest (In this context we use regression trees rather than
classification trees.)combines several uncorrelated decision trees to output a weighted prediction
of each tree. Most important, it can handle both, numeric and categorical input which makes it a
good choice for a initial model. Overfitting to the formation period is avoided by correcting the
habit of decision trees. For further details about this approach, see [30,31].

• Boosting (BOO): Boosting describes a strong classifier by connecting a variety of weak classifiers.
This technology reduces bias and variance as well as memory requirements and runtime. Please
refer to [32,33] for more information.

• Support vector machine (SVM): Support vector machine splits objects into categories, ensuring
that no objects are located in the area around the estimated boundaries. As in most cases, we
used the kernel trick in order to handle the case of non-linear separable data. References [34,35]
explained the concept of SVM.
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• Linear regression (LIR): Finally, we benchmarked the approsches with a classic linear regression.
Consequently, statistical properties of this naive model can easily be shown. For further details
about this approach, see [36].

The choice of the four machine learning methods is motivated by [37]. The authors give an
excellent overview of the advantages and disadvantages of different learning algorithms based on
existing empirical and theoretical studies. As a strong regression model we introduce the equally
weighted ensemble ALL, which integrates the information of the approaches RAF, BOO, SVM and LIR.
To be more precise, we calculate the average prediction of these four baseline approaches. According
to [38,39], the use of ensembles in machine learning has two major advantages: First, we have a
statistical advantage by reducing the risk of selecting the wrong regression model. Second, allowing
combinations of several hypotheses significantly increases the solution space of our dependent variable.
In summary, our equally weighted ensemble ALL is an efficient and robust approach.

3.2.2. Trading Period

After the formation period, the models have been applied consecutively to each match day,
beginning with match day 6. This results in the predictions which we denote as ŷtra. We received
the dependent variable by applying the learned models (RAF, BOO, SVM, LIR) as well as the player
features xtra. The trading period contains data from the sixth match day until the final match day of
each season. This simulation study assumed that players characteristics include important knowledge
influencing future football matches. If our assumptions holds, the trading algorithm would be able to
find market anomalies and to generate positive profits. We define the following trading signals:

• If ŷtra > 2, we forecast that the home team wins. In consequence, we invest 1 monetary unit
(b = 1) on the bet “home team wins”.

• If ŷtra < −2, we forecast that the away team wins. In consequence, we invest 1 monetary unit
(b = 1) on the bet “away team wins”.

• If −2 ≤ ŷtra ≤ 2, we forecast no clear victory of home team or away team. In consequence,
no trading is conducted.

We calculate the profits of each bet based on the available odds. If we bet on the home team (away
team) and actually observe a win of the home team (away team), then the payout of the bet equals the
corresponding betting odd. In another case, the payout is 0, i.e., we lose our monetary unit. We use the
difference in goals as a kind of confidence measure. We argue that predicting a draw is way harder
due to incorrect decisions and penalties than a clean win. Following the large-scale research studies
of [40,41], the trading thresholds of ±2 are implemented. Following [42,43], our trading strategy is
based on the finding that trading strategies with the use of machine learning can significantly improve
the overall performance.

In the spirit of [44], we benchmark the strategies based on one single machine learning algorithm
each against four strategies. The strategy ALL trades, if the average of the predicted goal differences
yields less than −2 or more than +2. Having an average this extreme can result from two scenarios:
either many of the algorithms come to similar, extreme predictions or one algorithm is extremely
confident. In both cases, we have strong indication to place a bet on the predicted outcome. If the
four machine learning predictions are quite different to each other, their average would be close to
zero. In a way, the uncertainty from distinct predictions makes the ALL strategy not place a bet
(conservative strategy).

Furthermore, three baseline strategies served as a benchmark, one of which is derived directly
from the betting odds: (1) Strategy BET bets on the event with the lowest odd (most probable outcome).
As explained in the previous section, the lowest betting odd is always achieved by “home team wins”
or “away team wins”. (2) Strategy HOM bets 1 monetary unit on “home team wins” which reflects the
well-known advantage of a team playing in their home stadium, see e.g., Table 2. Other information are
not considered. (3) Strategy RAN randomly bets on the event “home team wins” or “away team wins”.
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4. Results

4.1. Statistical Analysis

We provide an overview of some basic statistics of the simulation study in Table 3.
The columns summarize the different betting strategies and/or methods described in the previous
section—row-wise we list the measures of performance. Comparing each of the Machine Learning (ML)
models individually, Random forest (RAF) achieves the best results, i.e., the highest accuracy of
81.26%, the minimal root mean squared error (RMSE) as well as the lowest mean absolute deviation
(MAD) (Note that we are using regression-type ML approaches. Comparing numeric predictions
with an integer truth induces an error by default. Therefore, we cannot assume the value 0 to
be the minimum value of the RMSE.). RAF is followed by BOO, LIR and SVM—in this scenario,
tree-based ML algorithms seem to capture the information in the data better than linear models.
Finally, the unsophisticated approaches BET and HOM perform strictly worse than the machine
learning strategies. Forseeably, the random strategy RAN is performing worst of all the strategies by
all measures. The ensembling strategy ALL results in the highest accuracy of 81.77% in combination
with a slightly higher RMSE and MAD as the best single ML strategy RAF. In general, accuracy seems
to be correlated with a lower number of bets, which indicates that a conservative betting behavior is
favorable in this context.

Comparing the ML algorithms monetary success individually, we find that high accuracy of
an approach is associated with a high resulting average payoff. ALL achieves the highest average
payoff with a value of 1.0158. Note that with an average payoff that is greater than 1 one can beat
the bookmaker over the long term as for each monetary unit spend, on average the return is strictly
positive. As expected, the higher the complexity of a strategy, the higher the quality of our predictions
which is reflected in higher average payoffs. Additionally, RAN is the only approach that does not favor
the home team in contrast to each other more sophisticated strategies. Apart from RAN, all methods
confirm the advantage of the home-team as pointed out in Section 3. Also, Table 3 highlights that an
increasing number of bets is associated with a lower payoff on average. Summarizing these findings,
we carefully conclude that the ML methods can capture signals from the data that identify those bets
which have an outcome that is well predictable.

As a sanity check it is worth mentioning that the predicted outcomes of each of the strategies
seems to be within an appropriate range—we can report a predicted goal difference between 5.9 goals
for the home and 4.5 goals difference for the away team.

Table 3. Statistical performance indicators for the betting strategies for the football seasons 2006/2007
to 2017/2018.

RAF BOO SVM LIR ALL BET HOM RAN

Prediction Quality
Accuracy 0.8126 0.7912 0.6971 0.7292 0.8177 0.4991 0.4544 0.3605
RMSE 1.8717 1.9606 2.0827 2.0210 1.9079 9.5602 9.7600 10.1493
MAD 1.4736 1.5417 1.6939 1.6346 1.4945 9.4253 9.6190 10.0065

Betting details
Average Payoff 1.0043 1.0072 0.9757 0.9932 1.0158 0.9547 0.9540 0.9183
Placed bets 555 613 1238 1156 598 41077 41681 41681
Home team bet 0.8595 0.8173 0.8102 0.8183 0.8428 0.7907 1.0000 0.4981
Away team bet 0.1405 0.1827 0.1898 0.1817 0.1572 0.2093 0.0000 0.5019

Predicted Values
Maximum 4.8715 5.1226 5.8372 5.9047 5.2657 - - -
Minimum −2.8546−2.6029−3.9798−4.5213−2.9441 - - -
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4.2. Financial Analysis

We want to leverage our good prediction results by betting against the implicitly anticipated
probabilities given by the odds of the bookmaker. Each bet (if taken) generates a win or a loss, which
results in a sequence of returns over time. In this section, we do a financial analysis on these time
series per strategy. Table 4 summarizes classical risk-return statistics per bet for the eight strategies
considered. All key results from our statistical analyses of the previous Section 4.1 hold when
switching the context to a financial one. Strategies which performed best in terms of prediction quality
also lead to significant profits, while the opposite is true for the simpler strategies RAN, HOM and
BET. The tree based ML approaches RAF and BOO provide returns of 0.43% resp. 0.72% per bet.
Linear models (LIR and SVM) cannot systematically achieve positive returns and provide −2.43%
resp. −0.24% per placed bet. The ensemble approach ALL outperforms the individual models by
far: a positive average return of 1.58% per match implicates that complexity pays off. The simple
benchmark strategies BET and HOM cannot systematically beat the odds—they burn −4.53% (BET)
resp. −4.60% (HOM) of every monetary unit spent within the strategies. Unsurprisingly, the strategy
that does not use any of the information provided by the data (RAN) results in a loss of −8.17% per bet.

Placing a bet using the ALL strategy results in statistically and economically significant returns
per bet—the Null hypothesis of a non-parametric Wilcoxon-Test (WT) is clearly rejected (p-value below
0.0001). The minimum return of every strategies is −1—this is in line with our expectations as it
reflects the fact that the predicted outcome of a match does not match reality more than once over all
placed bets. More interesting is the comparison of the first quartile: the tree based ML approaches
RAF, BOO and especially ALL generate a positive return in over 75% of all placed bets. Using the
maximum of each strategies returns allows a segmentation into two subgroups: RAF, BOO, SVM, LIR,
ALL, and BET form the first, HOM and RAN the second subgroup. Even the outcome with the largest
odds (associated with the lowest anticipated probabilities of an outcome) will eventually be realized
having the random experiment conducted over 40,000 times. As HOM and RAN do not consider any
magnitude of the odds at all, the probability of winning a bet with a large odd is high and results
in a huge payoff. Among all reported hit ratios (% of bets that result in a positive return), RAF and
ALL stand out with 81.26% and 81.77% per bet. To conclude, strategies that rely on tree-based ML
methods outperform strategies based on less sophisticated linear approaches (SVM, LIR) and strategies
that hardly use any information at all (BET, HOM) which is clearly reflected in the vast majority of
return/risk statistics—the latter is especially true for the strategy ALL.

Table 4. Comparison of the strategies RAF, BOO, SVM, LIR, ALL, BET, HOM, and RAN. Risk and
return statistics per placed bet covering football seasons 2006/2007 to 2017/2018.

RAF BOO SVM LIR ALL BET HOM RAN

Mean 0.0043 0.0072 −0.0243 −0.0068 0.0158 −0.0453 −0.0460 −0.0817
p-value of Wilcoxon-Test 0.0000 0.0000 0.3924 0.0029 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Minimum −1.0000 −1.0000 −1.0000 −1.0000 −1.0000 −1.0000 −1.0000 −1.0000
Quartile 1 0.0650 0.0600 −1.0000 −1.0000 0.0700 −1.0000 −1.0000 −1.0000
Median 0.1600 0.1700 0.1800 0.1800 0.1700 −1.0000 −1.0000 −1.0000
Quartile 3 0.2500 0.2800 0.4000 0.3900 0.2500 0.9100 0.9100 0.8500
Maximum 1.7500 1.8800 3.0000 2.1000 1.7500 1.8000 16.0000 25.0000
Standard deviation 0.5131 0.5620 0.7046 0.6533 0.5132 0.9962 1.1802 1.4538
Skewness −1.0569 −0.7224 −0.1647 −0.4736 −1.0397 0.2267 1.3737 2.2716
Kurtosis 3.3994 3.1293 2.5016 2.2271 3.5229 1.3018 8.2053 14.4552
Share with return > 0 0.8126 0.7912 0.6971 0.7292 0.8177 0.4991 0.4544 0.3605

Following [45–47], we further analyze each strategies performance over time: the cumulative
returns of RAF, BOO, SVM, LIR, and ALL are reported in the upper, the remaining three strategies
BET, HOM, RAN in the lower graph of Figure 4 (football season 2006/2007 to 2017/2018). The time
series are sorted top down in order of their cumulative return at the latest point in time series.
The plateaus within the graphs relate to breaks between seasons and a different amount of executed
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bets (as highlighted in Table 3). In line with our previous findings, the strategy ALL is best in class
with a cumulated return value of 9.47. This is reasonable, as ALL combines multiple ML algorithms
and averaging predictions leads to a reduction of error in many scenarios. In combination with the
conservative betting rule (±2 goal difference), ALL only places a bet if either several of the single
models predict the same extreme outcome, or if one model is extremely confident compared to the
others. RAF, and BOO are the best single ML algorithms with an final value of 2.36 (RAF) and 4.43
(BOO). LIR and SVM both do not finish with a positive value—SVM shows a downwards trend and
finishes with −30.09 whereas LIR drops only to −7.91 with a slight upwards momentum in recent
seasons. Contrarily, all other strategies time series decline steadily over time. Executing BET and HOM
eventually results in a cumulative return of −1859.60 and −1915.51 at the end of football season 17/18.
Not considering any information at all and randomly placing bets (RAN) is worst compared to the
other strategies and results in a total loss of −3301.83 over the time period considered in this article.
The accuracy of each strategy is linked to the volatility of the time series—the higher the accuracy, the
less volatility we find in the cumulative returns. It seems that the growth period for the sophisticated
ML based strategies has taken place in earlier times before the season 2012/2013. Back then, the results
do not seem to be dominated by single well executed bets with high odds, but rather are the sum of
many well predicted outcomes with decent returns. Since the year 2013, the time series of the ALL,
BOO and RAF strategies are flattening out. This may be the influence of better odds, as the bookmakers
themselves started using machine learning algorithms which results in a more precise estimation of
odds. In this case, employing a strategy using similar models would result in a zero game, which
might be an explanation for the constant time series in the end.

Figure 4. Cumulative returns of RAF, BOO, LIR, SVM, and ALL (top) together with BET, HOM, and
RAN (bottom) from football seasons 2006/2007 to 2017/2018. Legend are sorted by the the most
profitable return at the latest placed bet.

Figure 5 shows the previous results in more detail for each league. It seems that the vast majority
of bets are placed in the higher leagues throughout all the strategies. This implies that either the goal
differences are generally larger in first league games, or the players characteristics and skills are more
influential on the final goal difference if we consider better (first league) players. Overall, most of
the bets are placed in England and Spain—both two countries in which sports bets are very popular.
In leagues where a lot of bets have been placed by the strategies, the average payoff is very similar and
between 0.96 and 1.10. For leagues with a low number of bets the results vary quite strongly due to
high estimation errors—having a higher number of bets results in a more precise estimate of the true
average payoff.
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Figure 5. Amount of bets placed per league (upper graph) as well as the average payoff per placed bet
(lower graph) of the different strategies from football seasons 2006/2007 to 2017/2018.

Finally, we compare the risk aversion between RAF, BOO, LIR, SVM, ALL, BET, HOM, and
RAN. In Figure 6 we report the relative proportions of the executed bet, grouped into five different
risk categories. The betting odds are partitioned into low (1.00–1.50), low-medium (1.51–2.00), medium
(2.01–3.00), medium-high (3.01–4.00), and high (>4.01). The resulting proportions of all placed bets per
strategy differ drastically between the ML-based strategies that rely on players data and the others
heuristical strategies HOM, BET and RAN. Amongst all bets, approximately 65.05% of ALL’s bets
seem to be from the low risk category, second largest is low-mid with 25.25%. This states that ALL
rather places money on “safe” bets and thus avoids risky ones. This risk aversion pattern hold also
true for RAF and BOO. The linear strategies (SVM, LIR) also put the majority of their bets on odds of
the lower-risk category—however, a substantial share of bets is placed on bets from the higher risk
spectrum, as both execute over 30% of their bets associated with a betting odd greater than 2. BET and
HOM places the vast majority of bets in the high risk category (around 90%). RAN however, blindly
picks an odd out of the three outcomes—thus risky bets are by far the most compared to the other
strategies. In conjunction with Table 4, we find that strategies that favour low-rik bets result in highest
returns over the long run, wich is in line with literature [47–49].
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Figure 6. Risk-classes derived from betting offs: Share of placed bets of all considered strategies
covering odds from football seasons 2006/2007 to 2017/2018.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Our work delivers a machine learning framework for forecasting future football matches and
achieving excess returns through appropriate betting. To be more specific, the profits are generated by
exploiting a large amount of data about characteristics of both the match and the players involved.
In the simulation study, our approach combining different machine learning algorithms achieved
economically and statistically significant returns of 1.58% per match. Thus, our results confirm the
statement of the existing literature that forecasting football league match results pays off. The approach
of [18] yielded to a final cumulative return of 40% (English Premier League) from 1993 to 1997.
The realized profit of [19] is around 30% for 200 matches in 2013/2014. Reference [20] showed that the
accuracy of machine learning algorithms is significantly higher than random betting. Finally, [21,22]
achieved economically and statistically significant returns. Furthermore, tree-based machine learning
algorithms produced positive returns over time. In stark contrast, baseline approaches were not able to
yield any profits. Last but not least, we found that most profitable returns are generated by risk-averse
trading thresholds.

In the short-term future, the presented statistical arbitrage framework could be used to forecast
the results of other sporting events, e.g., rugby, American football, or basketball. Machine learning is
also relevant in the area of individual sports, such as tennis or golf, since individual player skills play
a very important role. Finally, the information about the time of the data could be an important feature
to increase the accuracy of our model.
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